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For the British public the developing world is remote, static
and dangerous and TV has played a big part in nurturing
these stereotyped views. Yet the reality questions these hard-
set clichés. Developing world economies and societies are
changing fast, and daily lives and long term futures in the
UK and the developing world are threaded together in many
ways. 

Huma Beg, one of Pakistan’s leading TV producers
reminded a meeting of leading British TV personnel that: the
word ‘developing’ is not static – but then why don’t the
images change constantly with the progress that is taking
place... and just where is this ‘developing world’? It’s not
just ‘out there’; the developing world is right here in Britain
– it’s in Bradford and Brixton. (September 2004, plenary
address to ‘Real World Seminar’, Sidney Sussex College,
Cambridge)

The charge sheet against British television appears in a
battery of critiques in recent years. It is argued that
television has helped to build an image of the developing
world as remote, dangerous, dependent and unchanging
(VSO 2001). People watching news stories about the
developing world struggle to understand them, or to place
them in the context of their own lives (Opinion Leader
Research 2002). Interim results of an ongoing study into
public perceptions of poverty confirm that the British public
is concerned but fatalistic and ill informed (Darnford 2005).
Where should the camera point,
and how should stories be told?
Should it attempt to
communicate the bulk of
experience in the developing
world – its ‘normal life’, or is it
proper for it to focus on images
of need and devastation? 

‘Viewers’ are central to this discussion. They are a
distinctive category: at once citizens and consumers. The
BBC has a particular role in terms of meeting the
expectations and needs of the citizen-consumer. It plans to
‘use (its) global presence to bring a richer international
dimension to domestic programmes and help to connect the
people of a multicultural UK to their international roots’
(BBC, 2004: 9). The BBC claims ‘bringing people together
in a global conversation is a priority for the future’. This is a
challenge for a broadcaster that has been intent on
maintaining audience share and has tended to focus the great
majority of its output on what it perceives to be the needs
and expectations of a domestic British audience. It is also a
challenge that can only be met via the injection of some
fresh ideas. BBC Television responded by inviting the

International Broadcasting Trust and the Cambridge Media
and Environment Programme to put together a series of
dialogues between BBC and independent television decision-
makers and developing world specialists. Three meetings
held over the last eighteen months have brought together a
total of over 120 people with the aim of taking the BBC’s
thinking out of its comfort zone.

The rationale for the meetings was laid out by Jana
Bennett, BBC Director of Television when she opened the
first in the series: ‘The aim is to help us create a more
strategic vision of developing world coverage across
different genres, to make us more aware of our
responsibilities in this area and to help us as programme
makers create the sparks of great programme ideas’ (May
2004, opening plenary, RBG Kew) The three meetings held
over eighteen months have created some thinking space to
help the BBC reconsider its role in a critical area of its work.
The meetings suggest that television has a great deal more
potential and responsibility than it has itself previously
acknowledged. Discussion has toured the critiques
summarised above. It was no surprise to hear calls for more
and/or better coverage of the developing world from NGOs
and specialists, but the conversations went quickly beyond
campaigning points to explore the context and character of
broadcast decision-making, as well as the complex realities
of the developing world. Every aspect of the broadcast

process has come under scrutiny,
from commissioning and script
writing to identifying on-screen
talent, editing and scheduling.
The potential for getting some
viewers much more involved
through binding together on-

screen and online projects has also been acknowledged to be
of increasing importance.

While the impetus for the series of meetings has come
from an acceptance of criticism of British broadcasting,
there has also been room for discussion of programmes that
have broken new ground, such as This World’s One Day of
War, World Weddings and Tsunami Prayers, BBC3’s Africa
Kicks season and BBC4’s Orphans of Nkandla. But some of
these were targeted at relatively small audiences. The 2005
Africa Lives on the BBC season, which was greatly expanded
and rethought in response to the first two seminars, threw up
numerous examples of attempts to re-cast primetime
programming. The experiments with drama and soaps were
driven by commitments made at the seminars to work to
reach primetime audiences not normally presented with
developing world subjects, settings and lead characters.

Real world television

Joe Smith describes the early impacts of a series of dialogues between BBC and independent television decision-
makers and developing world specialists, and reflects on the tasks still ahead.

The meetings suggest that
television has a great deal more

potential and responsibility than it
has itself previously acknowledged. 
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Major drama commissions included Girl in the Café (‘an
attempt to turn the Millennium Development Goals into a
love story’ (July 2005, workshop discussion, Cambridge))
and Red Dust. Demonstrating interconnections between
North and South in a prime time soap slot (Holby City) was
seen as a breakthrough. This episode of Holby City won the
highest ratings of the Africa season. Familiar formats were
taken out of their usual domestic UK settings. Observational
documentaries (One Life; African School) and entertainment
programming (Rolf on African Art; Strictly African Dancing;
Ground Force Special) were commissioned to carry
mainstream audiences to a more diverse and realistic account
of the continent.

One way that broadcasters can ensure that they continue
to do this is to expose themselves to new influences. This is
surprisingly difficult to achieve given the time-poverty of
broadcasting executives and programme makers, and the
tendency to inhabit a media bubble with few non-
broadcasting contacts within their professional lives. The
presence of equal numbers of developing world specialists
alongside the BBC and independent media participants
allowed the meetings to create a much fuller patchwork of
knowledge and experience to work from. The opportunities
represented by the seminars are fleeting but rich. Leading
policy, NGO, business and academic figures have brought
their longer-term concerns about the relationship between
the UK and the developing world into the conversation. But
the most powerful interventions came from the long-distance
travellers to the seminars. Grassroots social and
environmental workers, writers, photographers, entrepreneurs
and officials from every continent brought a blend of lived
experience and specialist knowledge that has proved vital to
the programme’s success. The intention has not been to drive
the development of specific story ideas within the meetings
but rather to pollinate media decision-makers with fresh
stories and insights that will, over time, trigger new
approaches and textures in programming.

Acknowledging the interdependencies between Britain
and the developing world has been a strong theme in
discussion, particularly in the wake of the July 7 bombings
in London and the accelerating science and politics of
climate change. Further meetings in the series are planned
for 2006 that will look at climate change and the wider
theme of interconnectedness in turn. The seminars have also
pointed to the need for qualitative research into both
audience and broadcaster views of television representations
of the developing world, and a report based on this work will
be published early in 2006 (contact the author for further
information). 

Roly Keating, Controller of BBC2, who has attended all
three meetings, saw them as providing television people with
‘huge stimulus’ in terms of ideas for content and new
approaches to programmes and formats that might do justice
to the reality of life in the developing world. But he also

noted that they had pointed to the need to break down
barriers between specialist silos and provoked the need for
new ways of working within television. The NGO heads,
academic specialists and grassroots development workers left
the meetings with a much richer understanding of the
context and constraints of media decision-making. Both the
media and specialists present at the meetings have some of
the busiest diaries on the planet. But, at a time of rapid
change and increasingly dense interconnections the seminar
series has proved that taking time to talk counts. 

The seminars might easily have been little more than a
diplomatic mission on the part of the media participants, and
another media-mud-slinging opportunity for developing
world specialists. But they have had a very different feel,
thanks to the personal engagement and enthusiasm of all
participants. The time taken to pause and reflect on
representations of the developing world, and the stories there
are to tell, has been well rewarded. Nevertheless these
meetings are fleeting moments of respite for people that have
to address a catalogue of other professional and institutional
obligations within the BBC and independent broadcasting
sector. Questions raised in the seminars remain outstanding.
Does the BBC serve ethnic minorities adequately? When
they represent developing world countries do they
acknowledge that viewers often have very direct contacts
with these places? As one South American participant put it:
‘I’m a license fee payer, but I don’t recognise the place I
come from when you make programmes about it’. There
have also been consistent demands to broadcasters to work
harder to widen the talent pool to include more British ethnic
minority and developing world voices on and off camera in
the making of television. 

How might loose commitments to ‘keep talking’ and
statements of enthusiasm for new approaches be audited?
With great difficulty. The seminars have been built upon the
BBC’s commitment to engage in dialogue and partnership
with external partners, and their success has depended upon
the commitment of a substantial amount of senior staff time.
But partnership isn’t a closed and finite process – it unfolds
over time. The next steps are likely to be much more
demanding.
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To find out more about the seminars and research
contact: Dr. Joe Smith, Geography Discipline, The
Open University, Walton Hall, Milton Keynes MK7 6AA
01908 659232, j.h.smith@open.ac.uk




